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Abstract 
Canonical Completion of a poset is of central importante in obtaining fully abstract semantic 
models. Stoughton, in his thesis, has described a completion technique. In this short note, we 
provide a direct characterization of the cpo constructed using this technique. This characteriza- 
tion Shows that the completed poset consists of all closed continuously directed subsets of the 
original poset and vice versa. This result is stated as a conjecture by Stoughton. 
1. Motivation 
Given a poset P, obtaining a canonical complete partial Order Pc that embeds the 
poset is called Completion. Pc is called the completed poset and is canonical in the sense 
that any other cpo that embeds P is embedded in Pc. Completion is a very important 
step in constructing fully abstract models for programming languages. A number of 
techniques exist for completion all of which constructs the completed poset out of 
certain subsets of elements from P. Ideal Completion is the simplest and the most 
familiar of all these techniques and constructs a cpo of all ideals. One Problem with 
ideal completion is that it does not preserve the already existing lubs in the poset. In 
[4], a completion method based upon [2] is outlined which preserve the existing lubs. 
The completed poset, Pc consists of certain subsets of the elements from the original 
poset P and is defined recursively. A partial characterization of Pc, however, exists 
which asserts that each element of the completed poset is a continuously directed 
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subset of P. Continuous-directedness is a weaker notion than directedness. It is 
conjectured [4, Conjecture 2.4.111 that Pc consist of the set of all continuously 
directed subsets of P. The aim of this Paper is to settle this conjecture in the 
affirmative. The proof of this result is based upon a nice relation between directed sets 
and continuously directed sets in cpos. 
This Paper is organized as follows: in the next section we give certain preliminaries 
on posets and cpos. The completion process of [4] is described briefly in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we prove the main result: an alternative characterization of the completed 
poset. 
2. Preliminaries 
Here we give a brief introduction to posets, cpos, etc. For more details and 
motivation, refer to [3]. 
Definition 2.1. Let (P, E) be a pre-ordering. Then, 
??p E P is an upper bound (u.b.) of P’ G P iff p’ gp, for all p’ E P’. 
??p is a least upper bound (lub) of P’ iff p is an ub of P’ and whenever p”( E P) is an ub of 
P’, p c p”. lub of any subset, if it exists, is unique. 
??A subset D c P is directed iff it is nonempty and every pair of elements in D have 
a ub in D. 
??A subset P’ E P is downward closed iff for all p’ E P’ and p E P, if pcp’ then p E P’. 
For any given P’ E P 
down&“) = {p E Plp~~p’ for some p’ E P’} . 
Definition 2.2. Partial orders are just pre-orders that satisfy anti-symmetry. A pointed 
poset is a poset with a least element. 
Definition 2.3. Let (P, cp) and (Q, c & be two partial orders. A functionf: P + Q is 
said to be monotonic iff for all p1,p2 E P, 
Pl CPP2 * fplcQfp2. 
Definition 2.4. A partial Order (P, c ) is Said to be a complete partial Order (cpo) iff all 
the directed subsets of P have a lub in P. 
Definition 2.5. Let (P, cp) and (Q, -Q) be two cpos. A function f: P + Q is Said to 
be continuous iff f preserves the lubs of all directed Sets of P i.e. if D is any directed 
subset of P then,fU,D = UQfD. 
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3. Completion 
A summary of the completion process described in [4] follows now. The proofs for 
all the lemmas and theorems in this section are given in [4]. 
Definition 3.1. Given a family r, of directed subsets of a pointed poset P, P is said to 
be r-complete iff for all D E r, D has an lub in P. A function f from a r-complete 
pointed poset P to a cpo Q is r-continuous iff it is monotonic and for all D E r, 
fUD = LlfD. 
In the ensuing discussion we assume that P is a r-complete pointed poset for some 
specified r. 
Definition 3.2. A subset P’ is closed iff the following conditions hold: 
(1) _Lp E P’; 
(2) P’ is downward closed; and 
(3) If D E P’ and D E r then UD E P’. 
For a subset P’ of P, cl(P’), the closure of P’, is the least closed set containing P’. cl is 
a closure Operator satisfying the closure axioms: 
Lemma 3.1. For all X, Y G P: 
(1) x E Cl(x); 
(2) d(X) = cE(cl(X)); and 
(3) ifX G Y then cl(X) c cl(Y). 
Lemma 3.2. If P’ is a nonempty, jnite subset of P then cl(P’) = down(P’). 
Lemma 3.3. Zf D E r then cE( UD) = c/(D). 
This is because D c down( UD) = cl(UD). So by definition cl(D) c cl( UD). Also 
UD E cZ(D) hence cl(uD) s cl(D). 
Lemma 3.4. Zf X is a set of subsets of P then cl(iJX) = cl(UpS Excl(P’)). 
Lemma 3.5. If P’ is a nonempty subset of P and g is a r-continuous function from P to 
a cpo Q then gP’ has a lub ifsg cl(P’) has a lub, and they are equal $ they exist. 
Definition 3.3. A subset P’ of P is continuously directed iff for all r-continuous 
functions g : P + Q, for a cpo Q, gP’ has a lub in Q. 
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Continuous-directedness is a weaker condition than directness - all directed Sets 
are, by the definition of the r-continuous’functions, continuously directed but the 
converse is not true. For example consider the following poset P (taken from [4]): 
xo; : 
0 
3’ 
3 
2’ 
2 
‘p 
1’ 
1 
Let r = (0). We tan see that x = uo and o’ = (n’l n E o} has no lub. Then P itself 
is continuously directed but is obviously not directed. 
We now state, without proof, the completion theorem; for the proof refer to [4]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let C be the least set of closed subsets of P such that 
(1) c!(p) E C, $p E P; and 
(2) cl( UX) E C, if X is a directed subset of C, ordered by inclusion. 
DeJinef: P + C byfp = cl(p). Then 
(1) C, ordered by inclusion, is a cpo; 
(2) fis a P-continuous Order embedding; 
(3) All elements of C are continuously directed in P; and 
(4) for all P-continuous g : P + Q, for cpos Q, the function P’ H UgP’ is the unique 
continuous h : C + Q such that h 0 f = g. 
4. A direct characterization of C 
The above definition of C is recursive. An alternative characterization of the 
elements of C, directly in terms of the elements of P would be very desirable. It turns 
out that all the closed continuously directed subsets of P are elements of C and that 
these are the only elements of C. 
From Theorem 3.1, it follows that all elements of C are continuously directed in P. 
The central result of this note is to Show that all closed, continuously directed 
subsets of P belong to C. In Order to prove this, we first obtain a nice relationship 
between directed sets and continuously directed Sets of cpos. 
Let us first consider continuously directed subsets in a cpo. Here r will be implicitly 
considered as the set of all directed subsets. In the ensuing discussions let K be any 
cpo. 
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Lemma 4.1. Zf S is continuously directed in K then cl(S) is also continuously directed 
in K. 
Proof. Suppose that S is continuously directed. Let g be any continuous function that 
maps K to a cpo Q. gS is the image of S and has a lub, say, b. The proof is complete 
once we show that gcl(S) has a lub. Let B = {als E cl(S), gac b}. 
B contains the bottom element and down-closed. Also for any directed subset X of 
B such that g(x)& b for every x E X, g( uX)c b and hence is in B. Thus B is closed. 
B includes S, since b is the lub of gS. This implies that B includes cl(S). But cl(S) 
includes B, by definition. Hence cl(S) is just B. So b is an upperbound of g(cl(S)). Since 
b is the lub of g(S) G g(cl(S)), it is the lub of g(cl(S)) as well. 0 
Lemma 4.2. If a subset S of K is closed, continuously directed in K then S is directed and 
contains its lub. 
Proof. Suppose that S is closed and continuously directed. 
It is easy to see that lub of S exists in K: consider the identity mapping from K to K; 
this is continuous and continuous directedness of S implies that it has the lub. 
Next we prove that lub of S is contained in S itself. For this, consider a cpo Q and 
a continuous function g: K + Q as follows: 
The cpo K along with its structure is contained in Q. In addition, Q has a new 
element, say, q. The partial ordering relation over Q, denoted by 5 o includes 5 K, the 
relation over K and in addition satisfies: 
It tan be easily show that CQ is a valid partial ordering. 
Next we Show that Q is a cpo. The bottom element of K itself is the bottom element 
of Q. To prove that any directed subset of Q has a lub, consider an arbitrary directed 
set D in Q. Then there are two possibilities: either q is an ub of D or it is not. In the 
latter case, q $ D and hence the lub of D in Q exists and is Same as the lub of D in K. 
Consider the case where q is an ub of D. This implies by construction of Q that any 
element of D is either in S or is q itself. That is D’ = D\(q) is a subset of S. It is easy to 
see that D’ is directed and its lub in K is also contained in S itself as S is closed. This 
immediately implies that &D’ EQ~ from which it follows that the lub of D is either 
UKD (when q is not in D) or q itself. Thus in any case, the lub of D in Q exists and hence 
Q is a cpo. 
Now define g: K + Q as g(k) = k, Vk E K. It is obvious that g is continuous. Now 
consider gS. On one hand, guS is a ub on gS. On the other hand, (by construction) q is 
a ub on gS. Let d = US. Then gd = d. If now any other p E Q is an ub on gS then it is 
an ub on gS = S. Also p # q * p E P, by construction of Q. Hence d cp since d is the 
lub of S. 
Now, by construction, q is a maximal element. Hence the only way that gS tan have 
a lub (since S is continuously directed) is guS c Qq. Hence, by construction. US E S. 
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Finally, any set containing its own lub is directed. Cl 
Lemma 4.3. If a directed set S contains its lub then down (S) = cl({ IJ}). 
The proof of this lemma directly follows from the definition of cl. 
Lemma 4.4. A subset S of P is continuously directed ifsf S is continuously directed in C, 
where f is the Z-continuous Order embedding dejined by Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. For any r-continuous g : P + Q, Q a cpo, the completion theorem guarantees 
the existente of a unique continuous h : C + Q such that g = h of: Also for any 
continuous h : C + Q we tan get a unique, r-continuous function g : P + Q given by 
g=hof: 
Zf: Now fS is continuously directed in C. We have to prove that S is continuously 
directed in P. 
Let g : P + Q be any r-continuous function, Q a cpo. Then 
gS = (hof)S = h(fS). 
But h : C + Q is continuous and f S is continuously directed. Hence h( f S) has a lub in 
Q and so gS has a lub in Q. Therefore S is continuously directed in P. 
Only if: Here S is continuously directed in P. We have to prove that fS is 
continuously directed in C. 
Now given any continuous h : C + Q we have a unique r-continuous g : P + Q such 
that 
h(fS) = (hof)S = gS 
Now since S is continuously directed in P, gS has a lub in Q. So h( f S) has a lub in Q. 
Therefore fS is continuously directed in C. El 
Finally we prove the main result of this Paper. 
Theorem 4.1. Zf S is a closed, continuously directed subset of P then S E C. 
Proof. Suppose that S is closed and continuously directed subset of P. Then fS is 
a continuously directed subset of C, by Lemma 4.4. Now consider CL( fs), where CL 
is the closure Operator in the cpo C. We have that CL( f S) is continuously directed in 
C by Lemma 4.1. Also CL( fS) is closed. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, CL( f S) is directed and 
contains its lub. This lub is cl(UCL( f S)). The proof of the theorem is complete once 
we show that this lub is the same as S itself. 
First we prove that S c cl(UCL( f S)). Take any element s E S. s E cl((s)) = fs. Since 
fs E CL(fS), we have that s E UCL(fS) c cl(UCL(fS)). 
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To prove the inclusion in the other direction, we Show that for any A E CL(fS), 
A c S. Then uCL(jS) c S and 
cl(UCL(fS)) c Cl(S) = s, 
since S is closed. 
A E S for any A in CL(fS) tan be shown by induction. For any s E S, 
fs = cl({s}) c cl(S) = S. Suppose Y is a directed subset of CL(fS) such that each 
element in Y is included in S. The lub of Y (in C) is cl(U Y). Then u Y c S and hence 
cl(lJ Y) c Cl(S) = s. 0 
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